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1. INTR~DuCT~ON 
The space c,, is the linear space of all sequences x = {xj} converging to 
zero, with the norm of x given by /J x 11 = sup ) x, /, the supremum taken over 
all j. The symbol [c,, , co] will denote the linear space of all bounded linear 
operators from cO to cO If T E [cO , c,], then the norm of T is the standard 
operator norm given by 
II TII = sup41 VXN .x E co , II x II e 12. 
If M is a subset of the normed linear space X and x E X, then a point 
x0 in M is said to be a best approximation to x from M if 11 x - x,, // = 
inf{[i x - y (j: y E M}. If each x in X has a unique best approximation in M, 
then M is called a Chebychev subset of 2’. 
In this paper we are concerned with the characterization of best approxi- 
mations in a finite dimensional subspace M of [co , c,], and the determination 
of conditions under which M is Chebychev. An element x in X has x0 as 
a best approximation in a subspace M if and only if x - x0 has 0 as a best 
approximation in M. Therefore, to characterize best approximations in M, 
it suffices to provide conditions under which an element has 0 as a best 
approximation in M. It is known (see, e.g., (2, p. 201) that if M is a finite 
dimensional subspace of X, then each x E X has a best approximation in M. 
Thus, if M is non-Chebychev, there exists some element x E X with two best 
approximations in M. 
By a result in [5], each bounded linear operator in [c,, , co] can be rcpre- 
sented by an infinite matrix of scalars. We use this fact in Section 2 to charac- 
terize best approximations in a finite dimensional subspace of [co , co]. In 
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Section 3 we will characterize one-dimensional Chebychev subspaces in 
[co 7 0 Y c ] and in Section 4 present a necessary condition and a sufficient 
condition for a finite dimensional subspace of [co, co] to be non-Chebychev. 
Finally, we will show that if a bounded linear operator T in [co , co] is repre- 
sented by an infinite matrix, then the second adjoint T** in [I, , Z,] may also 
be represented by that matrix. This permits the reformulation of previous 
results in terms independent of the operator’s matrix representation. 
Unless otherwise stated, all notation will correspond to that of [3]. All 
scalars will be assumed to be real. Let X be a linear space with norm /I . //. 
The conjugate space X* will be assumed to have the usual operator norm. 
For each x in X, $ will denote that functional in X** defined by a(~*) = x*(x) 
for all x” in X*, and x = (5: x: E X}. The norm closed unit sphere of X will 
be denoted by S(X). For any set A, cl(A) will mean the norm closure of A. 
The annihilator M-’ of a subspace M of X is defined by 
ML = (x* E X*: x*(y) = 0 for all y E- M). 
If x1 )...) x, are vectors in the linear space X, then [x1 ,..., x,] will denote 
the linear subspace of X spanned by these vectors. We will assume, unless 
otherwise stated, that [x1 ,..., x,] h as d imension n. If Y is a normed linear 
space, then by (Y x .** x Y)m (n summands), we will mean the linear space 
of all ordered n-tuples of the form y = (yr ,..,, yn) for yi E Y, i = l,..., n 
with norm defined by [j y jj = max(li yi )I: 1 < i < n). The symbol 
(Y x ..- x Y), (n summands) is defined similarly, with the norm in this 
case defined by (/ y j( = CL1 11 yi (1. The following lemma is then easily seen. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Y be a normed linear space. If for f = (fi ,..., fn) E 
(Y* x a** x Y*)l (n summunds), we writef(x, ,..., x,) = fi(xl) + *-. + fn(xn), 
for all (x1 ,..., X,)EE = (Y x .*’ x Y), (n summands), then E* can be 
identified with (Y* x +.- x Y*)I (n summands). 
We state here for convenience a known result which may be found in [4]. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M be a subspace of the normed linear space X, and let 
x E X - cl(M). Then x has 0 as a best approximation in M if and only if there 
exists f in MI, jlfjl = 1, such thatf(x) = 1) x Il. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF BEST APPROXIMATIONS 
Each bounded linear operator in [co, o c ] may be represented by an infinite 
matrix of scalars according to the following theorem found in [5, p. 2171. 
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THEOREM 2.1. If A E [cO , co], there exists a unique infinite matrix of 
scalars (a,J (i, j = I, 2,...) such that 
(i) II A II = sup, Ez, I aij I, 
(ii) lim,,oo aii = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., 
(iii) if x = {xi}, y = { yi) E cO with y = Ax, then yi = Cc=, aiixi , 
i = 1, 2,.... 
Conversely, if (aii) (i, j = 1,2,...) is an infinite matrix of scalars such that 
sup Cz, 1 aij ) (supremum taken over i) is finite and such that (ii) holds, then 
the equation in (iii) defines a member A of [cO , c,] whose norm is given by (i). 
A problem in considering the space [q, , ,, c ] is that there is no convenient 
way to represent he bounded linear functionals on the space. However, if we 
restrict the matrices in [c, , c,,] to a fixed finite number of rows, we obtain the 
restricted space E = (11 x ... x l& . It is known (see [3]) that &* can be 
identified with I, . Then since E* can be identified with (1, x *.. x I,), by 
Lemma 1.1, we know what form the bounded linear functionals on the 
restricted space take. Hence, to obtain some of the following results, we 
consider a selected finite number of rows in the matrices. 
In order to characterize best approximations in a finite dimensional sub- 
space M of [c, , c,], we will need the next lemma. If K is a set of positive 
integers and A = (Q) is an infinite matrix, then A 1 K denotes the matrix 
whose rows are precisely the rows (aii) (j = 1, 2,..) of A for which i E K. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A, ,..., A, be linearly independent operators in [co, c,] 
with M = [A, ,..., A,]. Then 
(a) there exists a positive integer p such that if KV = {i: 1 < i < p) 
and ;ri = Ai 1 K,, E (II x --- x l,), (p summands), i = l,..., n, then 6, ,..., & 
are linearly independent. 
(b) given B E [c,, co], there exists a nonnegative constant Q such that 
for any positive integer s 3 p, if il < ‘-. < i,-, denote any fixed positive 
integers with il > p, KS = (i: 1 < i < p or i = il ,,.., i,-,}, AiS = Ai 1 K, , 
B” = B ( KS, and As = cin_l XiAiS is a best approximation to Bs in 
[AIS,..., &S], then we have [ hi ( < Q, i = l,..., n. 
Proof. For each positive integer n, let K,, = {i: 1 < i < n} and define 
the mapping vn on M by 
q,(A) = An = A 1 K, for A in M. 
We have An E (Z1 x -*- x I&, (n summands). For any n, vn is a bounded 
linear transformation and is, thus, continuous. Let A = (uij) EM with 
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11 A I/ = 1. Then there exists i = n,, such that z:pl / alZAj ( > (l/2). Therefore, 
II ~~,~(A)ll > U/2). Let 6~ = {Y~,(C>: C E M with II v,(C)ll > WI. Let 
ZJA = v;:(a), so UA is open in M. Let M’ = (A in M: 11 A )/ = 11. Then M’ 
is a closed subset of S(M), which is compact since M is finite dimensional. 
Therefore, M’ is compact. Since {U A : A 6 M’) is an open covering of M’, 
there exists a finite subcover {UBl ,..., U,,} of M’ for B1 ,..., Be in M’. Let 
p = max{nBl ,..., ngd}. If A E M’, then A E V,. for some i = l,..., e. Therefore, 
II d4Il > (l/2). I-I ence, for all A in M’, we*have // cp,(A)lj > (l/2). 
Now v&Ii) = &P = Ai , i = I,..., 12. Suppose A, ,..., 2, are linearly 
dependent. Then there exists A in M, A f 0, such that y,(A) = 0. However, 
A/(1 A (I E M’, so II cp,(A/II A II)11 > (l/2), a contradiction. Therefore, A, ,..., A, 
are linearly independent, and (a) is proved. 
To prove (b), let y9 be defined on M by y,(A) = A = A ( K, for A in 
M. Then qP is a continuous linear transformation from M onto [A, ,..., A,]. 
Also vpz, is one-to-one since A, ,..., A, are linearly independent by (a). Thus, 
?P has an inverse v)pl which is clearly a linear transformation. By the open 
mapping theorem, hop’ is continuous and, hence, bounded. 
Now define a new norm I/ . /I1 on [A, ,..., A,] by 
72 
iI2 11 SiAi = max / 6, 1, 1 
where the maximum is taken over 1 < i < n. Since in a finite dimensional 
space all norms are equivalent, there exists a positive constant c such that 
(1 A II1 < c 11 A 11 for all A in M. Let B E [c,, , c,]. Then let Q = 2c // ypl I//( B (I. 
Let s be a positive integer such that s 3 p, and let zZis, g8, and As be as 
given in (b). Define qs on M by qQ(C) = Cs = C 1 K,Y for any C in M. We 
can easily see that \I qil 11 exists and /j y;l II < j( spp’ j\. Since ;is is a best 
approximation to P in t&S,..., Ans], we have (/ As II < (( B” - As \I + 
II I?’ II < 2 II B II. Thus, 
< c II F;’ //II 2” II < 2~ II 9;’ //II B II = Q. 
Therefore, 1 hi / < Q, i = I,..., n, and (b) is proved. 
Now we are ready to give necessary and sufficient conditions for an element 
to have 0 as a best approximation in a finite dimensional subspace of [co , c,]. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that each of the operators 
generating the subspace has norm equal to 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Ak = (a$) E [co, co] with \j A, /I = 1, k = I,..., n, and 
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let B = (bJ E [c, , c,]. Then B has 0 as a best approximation in [A, ,..., A,] 
if and only if for all E > 0, there exist m positive integers kl ,..., k, , m I, 
sequences f l,..., f m with jjf” /I = 1, i = l,..., m and m scalars rl ,..., r,, with 
ri > 0, i = I,..., m and xi”=, ri = I such that 
(i) Cz, ri ~~z,~jiak,ij = 0 k = I,..., n, 
(4 I ICE1 ri CLlhibxij - II B Ill < 6. 
Proof. Choose p and Q as in Lemma 2.2. Suppose B has 0 as a best 
approximation in [A, ,..., A,]. Let A, ,..., A, E [-Q, Q] and E > 0. Then 
there exists i = k(h, ,..., A,) = k(h) such that 
- II B - &A, + --- + L%Jll j < (46). (1) 
Let pl ,..., pu, E [-Q, Q]. It is easily seen that the function q&1 ,..., CL,) = 
Cj”l I bmj - b-d~~~i + ..* + pna&j)j is continuous at (A, ,..., A,). There- 
fore, for each i = I,..., n there exists an open interval 
4, = {p: I p - Ai I < (+4> 
such that for p 1 ,..., pn E [-Q, Q], if pi E IA< for each i = l,..., n, then 
- C Ih)j - &ah +*** + h4A)jh 1 < (45). (2) i 
Now using (1) and (2) we obtain for pI ,..., pn E [-Q, Q] and pcLi ~1~~) 
i = l,..., 12 
I $ I h)j - (w&j + +-* + w4b)l 
- II B - h-4, + **- + PAJII / < (49. (3) 
For a scalar h E [-Q, Q], let In = (p: I ,U - X / < (E/6n)). Then 
(I,, : h E [-Q, QJ} is an open covering of the compact interval [-Q, QJ. 
Consequently, there exists a finite number of scalars A, ,..., A, in [-Q, Q] 
such that [-Q, QJ_C & IAc. Consider k&J = k(X,, ,..., h,), where A, may 
be chosen from h, to h, for i = I,..., n. Thus, we have sn rows. Now add to 
these the first p rows as obtained by Lemma 2.2 (a). Let m be the number of 
distinct rows obtained, so m < p + sn. Label these rows by kl ,..., k, . 
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Let A, ,..., h, be arbitrary scalars in [-Q, Q]. Then for each i = l,..., n, 
Ai E IAl, for some ei = l,..., s. Now k(&, ,..., Xc,) = kc for some e = l,..., m. 
Then we may apply (3) to obtain 
It follows that 
- II B - 014 + (4) 
Define, respectively, A, ,..., 6, , B = A, ,..., A, , B ( rows kI ,..., k, E E = 
(11 x ..* x I& (m summands). By Lemma 2.2 A, ,..., A, are linearly 
independent. By (4) we obtain 
III B - GOI + **a + L&J11 - II B - (44 + .*. + LG)lII -c (42). (5) 
Consider the quotient space ,?/[A, ,..., A,] with the quotient mapping rr. 
We have I/ TB // = inf 11 B - (A,>, + *a* + A,&)\\, where the infimum is 
taken over Xi E [- Q, Q], i = l,..., n by Lemma 2.2 (b). We know ]j 7rB jj < 
[[ g (( < I/ B (1, so // nB 11 - [/ B [/ < E. Utilizing (5) and the fact that B has 0 
as a best approximation in [A, ,..., A,], we see that 
the infimum taken over Xi E [-Q, Q], i = l,..., n. Thus, jl B // - // 7rB j( < E. 
Hence, 
(II n-B II - II B Ill < E. (6) 
Suppose B # 0. Then by the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists F in E*, 
(( F\[ = 1, such that F(f& ,..., A,]) = 0 and F(B) = ((~TB (I. By Lemma 1.1, 
E* can be identified with (1, x ... x l& (m summands). Hence, F can be 
represented by an m-tuple of I, sequences (gl,..., g”) where 1 = j/F II = 
Czl I/ gi I(. Without loss of generality, assume I/ gt (I > 0 for i = I,..., m. 
Then define 
fi = sillI gi IL ri = II gi II i = l,..., m. 
Then CL, ri = 1 and \Ifi I( = 1 for i = l,..., m. For T = (tij) E [co , co], 
F(T) = cz1 riC~=,f,itkij. Then (i) holds since F([A, ,..., &J) = 0. Since 
F((B) = 1) TB 11, we have j F(B) - jj B IJj < E by (6). Hence, (ii) holds. 
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Now if B = 0, select C E E,c $ [A, ,..., A,]. Again apply the Hahn-Banach 
theorem to obtain F in E*, I/ PII = 1 such that F([A, ,..., A,]) = 0 and 
F(C) = /I nC 11. By the same argument as above, (i) holds, and (ii) holds 
since B = 0 = 1) B 1). 
To show sufficiency, let E > 0. Then there exist ki , f i, and ri , i = I,..., m 
as stated in the theorem such that (i) and (ii) hold. For T = (tii) E [c,, , co], 
define F on [c, , co] by 
F(T) = f rj f f;.itkrj. 
1-l j=l 
Now I F(T)1 < II T/l, so FE [co, c,]* and II FII < 1. 
We have F(A& = 0 fork = l,..., n by (i), and I F(B) - (1 B//l < E by (ii). 
Let X, ,..., h, be arbitrary scalars. Then F[B - @,A, + **. + &A,)] = F(B). 
Hence, 
II B II - E < F[B - (&A, + .-* + &A)1 < II 23 - (U, 4 *.* + &Adll. 
But this can be shown for all E > 0. Therefore, 
II B - (AAl + a.. + hL)II 3 II B Il. 
Since the scalars were arbitrary, B has 0 as a best approximation in 
[A 1 ,..., A,]. This completes the proof. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL CHEBYCHEV SUBSPACES 
DEFINITION. If PI and P2 are subsets of the set Z of all positive integers 
such that P, n P, = 4 and PI u P, = Z, then we say that PI and Pz form 
a partition of I. Let A = (adi) E [c, , co]. Then A satisfies thepartitionproperty 
if and only if there exists 6 > 0 such that for all i and for all partitions PI , 
P2 of Z, we have 
j jg 1 I aij I - J, I ajj I 1 t 8. 
We will show that if A # 0, then [A] is a Chebychev subspace of [q, , c,,] 
if and only if A satisfies the partition property. Before we can prove this 
result, however, we will need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A = (a$$) E [c,, , c,]. Then the partition property faiZs 
to hold for A if and only if either there exists i and a partition PI , Pz of Z such 
that 
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or there exists a sequence iI < *‘a < i, < *‘. and corresponding partitions 
Pin, P,” such that j CjePln I ai,i I - LP~~ I ainjll < (l/n). 
Proof. If either of the conditions hold, A clearly fails to satisfy the par- 
tition property. 
Conversely, suppose the partition property fails to hold for A. To simplify 
notation in this proof, let Q(i, PI , PJ = ( J&., 1 aij [ - CjEp, / aij (1. If 
the first condition holds, we are finished. Therefore, assume there does not 
exist i and a partition P, , P, such that Q(i, P, , PJ = 0. Since the partition 
property fails to hold for A, there exists i and P, , Pz such that 
Q(i, PI , Pz) < 1. Let il be the smallest such i where this occurs, i.e., for all 
i < iI and for all PI , Pz we have Q(i, PI , PJ 2 1, but there exists a partition 
P,l, P,l such that Q(i, , PI’, P:) -C 1. 
Now there exists i and P, , P, such that Q(i, P, , Pz) < (l/2). We know 
i < i, is impossible. Suppose the only possible choice is i = i, . Then we 
must have one row i and a sequence of partitions Pin, Pz” such that 
Q(i, Pin, Pz”) < (l/n). But we will show that this is impossible. 
For each n, define g” = ( gj”) by 
gin = -; I 
for j E PI”, aij > 0, or j E Pzn, aij < 0, 
for j E PIa, Clij < 0, or j E PZn, aij >, 0. 
Then Q(i, PI’“, Pz”) = ( CTE1gjnaij 1 < (l/n). For the fixed i above, let 
x = {aij> in /, . Consider the function f: R -+ R defined by f(x) = 1 x /. 
Now define G:l,+R by G=f$. Then for g=(gj} in I,, G(g)= 
j cT!l aij gj I. For i = 1, 2 ,..., let ei be that sequence in II which has 1 in the 
ith place and 0 elsewhere. Define Fi : 1, --f R by P’i = fe^i for i = 1,2,.... 
Since I/ g” // = 1 for each n, we have g” E S(I,) = S(I,*), which is compact 
in the weak* topology by Alaoglu’s theorem (see [3, p. 4241). Let 
Then g” E A for all n, so inf G(g) = 0, where the infimum is taken over all 
g E A. Now Fi(g) = ( g(eJ[. Then (g E S(Z,): ( g(eJ/ = I> is weak* closed 
since Fi is weak* continuous. Therefore, A = fii {g E S(1,): ( g(ei)l = 1) is 
weak* compact. Since G is a weak* continuous function on A, there exists 
g E A such that G(g) = 0, i.e., there exists g = ( gi> where I gj ( = 1 for all j, 
and I Cj aiig, 1 = 0. Let those j which give rise to terms I aij I for the product 
aijgj be in PI , and the remaining j in P, . Then we have exhibited a partition 
PI, Pz such that Q(i, P, , PJ = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, there does not 
exist one row i and a sequence of partitions PI”, Psn such that 
QG, Pl”, P2’9 -C U/n>. 
It is, therefore, possible to select i > i1 and P, , P, such that Q(i, P, , PJ < 
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(l/2). Let i2 be the smallest i > il where this is possible. Assume we have in 
this way selected i, < **. < i, so that for each n, there exists Pin, Pz* such 
that Q(in , PIn,Pzn) < (l/n). We know there exists i and PI , Pz such that 
Q(i, PI , PJ < [l/(n + l)] since the partition property fails to hold for A. 
Suppose the only possible choice for this i is i < i, . Then for all k > n + 1, 
there exists ik < i, and PI”, PzL such that Q(ilc , PI”, Pzk) < (l/k). For each 
s = I,..., n, if i = i,7 , there exists a positive integer k, such that for all PI , 
P2 , Q(is 9 PI, Pz) 2 (I/k,), since we have previously shown that for any 
one row i, it is impossible to obtain for all N a partition PI”, Pzn such that 
Q(i, PI”, Pz”) < (l/n). Let k = max{k, ..., k, , n + 1). Then k 3 n + 1, 
so there exists il, < i, and PI”, Pz” such that Q(ik , PIk’, P,“) < (l/k). How- 
ever, for all i < i, and all PI , P, , in particular for il, and Plk, Pzk, we have 
Q(ik , PI”, Pzk) > (I/k), a contradiction. This completes the inductive 
argument and proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2, rf /I B - AA I/ = I/ B - h,A /I for all scalars h in [)11, h,] 
(where X, < h,), then B has hA as a best approximation in [A] for all X in 
PI Y u. 
Proof. Let I/ B - XA ]/ = 1) B - X,A /) for all X in [XI , h,]. Suppose &A is 
not a best approximation to B in [A]. Then there exists p E R such that 
/I B - PA j/ < /I B - h,A 11. Either p > h, or ,B < X,. Assume p > h, since 
the other case is similar. Define a: = [(& - p)/(& - CL)]. Then a: E (0, 1) 
and h, = ah, + (1 - a) p. Hence, 
II B - U II < a: II B - W II + (1 - 411 B - PA II < II B - h,A II, 
which is a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A = (ai?) E [c, , c,,], A # 0. Then [A] is a Chebycheu 
subspace of [c, , c,] if and only if A satisfies the partition property. 
Proof. Suppose the partition property fails to hold for A. First, let us 
consider the case where there exists i0 such that aioi = 0 for all j. Define 
B = (bij), where biol = j/ A 11, and bij = 0 for i # i,, , for all j, and for 
i = iO, j = 2, 3 ,.... Then BE [c,, , 0 c ] and 11 B // = 1) A )I = Ij B - A 11. For 
all h in R, Cy=, ( bioj - Xai,j ) = // A /I. Hence, for all h in R, we have 
/) B - /\A /I 2 jJ A I/ = 1) B 1). Thus, B has 0 and A # 0 as best approximations 
in [A], so [A] is not Chebychev. 
Now suppose that CT=, / aii / > 0 for all i. Since A fails to satisfy the 
partition property, there are two possible cases by Lemma 3.1. 
Case 1. There exists il < .*. < i, < **. and corresponding partitions 
PI”, Pzn such that 1 &p,n I ainj / - CjEpzn )aini 1) < (l/n). Therefore, for 
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each IZ there exists en = {Q”} in 1, with j cjn 1 = 1 for all j and all n such that 
0 < cyzl E$V~~,~ < (l/n). Then lim,,, x& +ZQ = 0. 
Let s = sup cTSl 1 a,,j 1, the supremum taken over all n, so 0 < s < 
/I A I/ < co. Now there exists A,, 0 < A, < 1 such that A, [/ A 11 < S. Define 
u n= s - Cy=, 1 ainj ( >, 0. NOW let B = (bij), where bij is defined as follows: 
0 for i # i, for any n = 1, 2,..., 
bij = V I a,,,5 I + +Y4Q for .j = l,..., i, and n = 1, 2,..., 
Qn I U2.J I for j > i, and n = 1, 2,.... 
It is easy to see that limi,, bii = 0 for all j. The next part of the proof will 
show that 11 B (I = s < co, which will show by Theorem 2.1 that B E [c,, co]. 
Let X be given, 0 < X < A, . If i # i, for any II, then 
Ifi = i,,wehave 
2 1 bq - &J I = $ I I ‘&i 
j-1 
m 
I + (44J - k%,i I 
+ 5 I a&J I - x f Ejnui,i 
J-in+1 j=i,+l 
Then since lim,,, Cpl EpUi,j = 0, we must have )I B - hA I] = s for all A 
in [0, A,]. Then by Lemma 3.2, B has hA as a best approximation in [A] for 
all X in [0, A,]. Therefore, [A] is not Chebychev. 
Case 2. There exists i,, and partition Pr , Pz such that 
I&, I eof I - ,& I ui,j I 1 = 0. 
Therefore, there exists {q} in 1, with I q / = 1 for all j such that C,“=, ~~~~~~ = 0. 
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Let s = Cj”=, [aioi 1, so 0 < s < jj A jj. Then there exists h, , 0 < A0 < 1 
such that A, ]] A ]I < s. Let B = (&) be defined by 
bij = 
t 
’ if if&, 
Ej I *ii I if i=io. 
Then BE [co, co]. Let h E [0, A,]. For i # i. , CTsl / bii - Aaij / < S. If 
. . 1 = 10) 
i 1 bi,,j - haiej / = 2 I I aioj ( - hc+Zi,,j / z S. 
j=l j=l 
Therefore, 1) B - AA // = s for all h in [O, A,]. By Lemma 3.2, [A] is not 
Chebychev. 
We must now show sufficiency. Without loss of generality, assume 
11 A (1 = 1. Suppose [A] is not Chebychev. It is easy to see that there exist B 
in [co, co], (1 B II = 1, and X > 0 such that B has 0 and AXA # 0 as best 
approximations in [A]. Let E > 0 and E’ = EA. Then by Theorem 2.3 there 
exist m positive integers k, ,..., k, , m 1, sequences fl,..., f” with /I fi II = 1, 
i = I,..., m, and m scalars r, ,..., r,,, with ri > 0, i = I,..., m and CE, ri = 1 
such that 
(0 CL ri C&fiakij = 0, 
(ii) 1 CE1 ri Cjtlfjibs,j - 1 1 < E’. 
Then there exists i such that 
Define (gj} in I, by 
g, = bcidl hi! I 
I 
if bkij # 0, 
3 1 if bkij = 0. 
Then gjbkd = 1 bXs3 / and 1 gj I = 1 for all j since the scalars are real. Since 
(1 fi [I = 1, it follows that 
(2) 
Next we will show that I Cz, giok,j 1 < (E’/A) for the selected i. If 
CTelg+ = 0, there is nothing to prove. Suppose ;\Cjm_lgjak,i > 0. NOW 
1 cpl gj(bk<j f ha&)[ < 11 B -& hA I( = j[ B j[ = 1 since 0 and &k4 are 
best approximations to B in [A]. Then using (1) and (2), we have 
6401912-s 
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If --A CT=, gjabij > 0, the result follows in a similar fashion. Let P, be the 
set of those j where gjakij = 1 akij /, and let P, consist of the remaining j. 
Then we have exhibited ki and a partition PI , P, such that 1 cjoP, I ak,j ) - 
&P, 1 ak.j ij < E. H 
theorem is proved. 
ence, A fails to satisfy the partition property, and the 
4. REISULTS FOR FINITE DIMENSIONAL SUBSPACES 
We return in this section to an arbitrary finite dimensional subspace A4 
of [cO , co], and now present a necessary condition for M to be non-Chebychev. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M = [A, ,..., A,] be a non-Chebychev subspace of 
kcl 7 co], where Ak = (a$) E [q, , q,] with /I Al, jl = 1, k = l,..., n. Then there 
exists A = (aij) in M, 11 A 11 = 1, such that given e > 0, there exist m positive 
integers kl ,..., k, and cy = (aij) in Ml with aij = 0 for i # kl ,..., k, , 
SUPS ( CQ~ ) < co for all i and cb, SUpj 1 akij ) = 1 such that 
6) if B E [co , co]* and II 01 f B 11 < 1, then I P(A)1 -C E, 
(ii) Cz1 / Czl Cyijaij / < E. 
Proof. Since A4 is non-Chebychev, it follows that there exists B in [co , c,] 
such that B has 0 and fA # 0 as best approximations in M, with I/ A (I = 1. 
Thus, jl B 11 = (1 B - A (1 = I/ B + A I/. This is the required A. Let E > 0. 
Then by Theorem 2.3 there exist m positive integers k, ,..., k, ) m 1, sequences 
f1 ,..., f” with llf” (I = 1, i = l,..., m and m scalars rl ,..., rm with ri > 0, 
i = l,..., m and Cz, ri = 1 such that 
(i’) c:, ri ~~E,f;:ia~zj = 0 k = l,..., n, 
(ii’) I Cz, ri Cjm_lhibkij - II B III < (4% 
Definecr=(+j)bycy++=rifjifori= l,...,mand~ij=Ofori#kl,...,k,. 
Then SUpj ( olij I < 00 for all i and Czl supj 1 akij 1 = 1. For T = (tii) E [CO, co], 
let U(T) = cEl ri zTelJ;:itkij . Then it is easy to see that 01 E [co, c,]*. 
By (i’), 01 E MI. By (ii’) we have 
I @) - II B Ill < (4). (1) 
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To prove (i), let fi E [co , c,]* with jl 01 f p /I < 1. Then 
so by (I), ) p(B)/ < (42). Similarly, since u E MA, we obtain 
@)ffw--A) ,<IIB--All= IIBII. 
Thus, ( p(B - A)/ -=c (42). It follows that @(A)[ < E. 
We must now show (ii). Let 
m 
! i 
m 
i: C sijaii > 0 , and N = i: 1 eiiaii < 0 
j=l j=l 
Since CII E MI, a(A) = Cy=, C& aijaij = 0. Thus, if N = 4, then P’ = 4, 
and conversely. In this case (ii) holds trivially. Therefore, assume P’ f 4 
and N # 4. Now & Xzl qiafi + CiEN CT=, aijaij = 0. Therefore, 
cipP 1 CL, aiiaii 1 = CiEN 1 CT=, aiiaij j. NOW suppose (ii) is false. Then 
(2) 
Also, CicN [ CL, adjaij 1 > (42). For each i = 1, 2,..., let Xi = SUP ( c+j 1 > 0, 
the supremum taken over all j. Let AP = Ciop Ai > 0 and A, = CioN hi > 0. 
Then h, + AN = 1. Let El = CiEP CT=, aijbii and Ez = &g CT=, aijbij . 
Then El + E, = a(B) > I( B 1) - (42) by (I). This implies that either (a) 
El > A,[// 3 11 - (e/2)] or (b) Es > hN[[j B II - (e/Z)] must hold. Suppose (a) 
is true. Then using (2), we obtain 
‘& gl aij(b, + aij) > XP II B II - (c/2) ‘P + (~/2) > ‘p II B II = ‘P II’ f A II* 
But for each i in P, Cp1 aij(bij + aij) < hi j( B + A (1. Thus, 
Thus, we have been led to a contradiction. If (b) holds, we obtain a contra- 
diction in a similar manner. Therefore, (ii) is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M = [A, ,..., A,] be an n-dimensional Chebychev 
subspace of X = [cO , c,]. Let il < .*a < i, denote aJixed but arbitrary finite 
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number of rows. For T = (tiJ in X, define T = ($)-E (II x *** x I,), 
(s summands). Let X = {E T E X}. Then a = [A, ,..., a,] is an 
n-dimensional Chebychev subspace of x. 
Proof. First, we will show that M is a Chebychev subspace of x. Suppose 
not. Then there exists B E X, (1s (/ = 1 such that B has 0 and A’ # 0 as 
best approximations in R. Hence, there exist scalars X, ,..., & not all 0 
such that 6’ = CL, hi&. Let A’ = CyZ, &A, # 0. Let A = hA’ # 0, 
where h = 1 if (1 A’ // < 1 and X = (l/I\ A’ 11) if 11 A’ // > 1. Since &! is convex, 
the set of best approximations to B in ii;i is convex. Hence, A is a best 
approximation to B in @, and I( B - A (1 = /[ B (/ = 1. Define B = (b,J in 
X by 
B= B onrowsi, ,..., i,, 
0 elsewhere. 
Then Ij B I\ = 1) B \I = 1. Since \I A (1 < 1, we have I\ B - A Ij = 1 = \I B jj. 
Now since B has 0 as a best approximation in &i, there exists f~ RI, 
IIf\\ = 1, andf(B) = 11 B II by Theorem 1.2. Definefon X byf(T) = f(T) 
for all Tin X. It is easy to see thatfe Ml, f(B) = (1 B 11, and i\fll = 1. Then 
by Theorem 1.2, B has 0 as a best approximation in M. Since (/ B // = (1 B - A [ 1, 
B has 0 and A # 0 as best approximations in M. But this is a contradiction, 
since M is Chebychev. Therefore, Zi is a Chebychev subspace of x. 
Now suppose a is not n-dimensional. Then there exists A in M, (( A /I = 1, 
with 2 = 0. Since dim R < cc = dimX, there exists B, 11 B 11 = 1, such 
that B has 0 (and, hence, A) as a best approximation in &?. Define B = (bii) 
in X as in the first part of this proof. By duplicating the steps following that 
definition of B, we can show that B has 0 and A # 0 as best approximations 
in M. Again we obtain a contradiction, thus showing that ii? is n-dimensional 
and completing the proof of this theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 can be utilized to obtain a sufficient condition for a finite 
dimensional subspace of [c,, , c,] to be non-Chebychev. If the spanning 
matrices are dependent on at least one row, then the subspace is not 
Chebychev. This is stated in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let M = [A, ,..., A,] be an n-dimensional subspace of 
[c,, , co], where A, = (a$), k = l,..., n. Suppose there exists a row i0 and 
scalars X, ,..., X, not all 0 such that hIa& + *. . + h,ayoj = 0 for all j. Then 
M is not Chebychev. 
Proof. Let s = 1 in Theorem 4.2, so we have one row iI . Then since R 
is not n-dimensional, M is not Chebychev. 
The adjoint T* of a bounded linear operator T from c,, to c,, is the mapping 
from cO* to cO* defined by T*y* = y*T. By [S, p. 2011 c,* can be identified 
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with II . By [3, p. 4781 we can see that T* E [II, &] and 1) T* 11 = )/ T I/. Recall 
that II* can be identified with /, . Hence, the second adjoint T** E [IQ , lm]. 
Now ?,, = c0 C 1, . It is known by [3, p. 4791 that T**: I, --f I, is an exten- 
sion of T, i.e., for x E c0 , T**(x) = T(x). 
Let T be represented by the infinite matrix of scalars (or& so that by 
Theorem 2.1, if x = {xi} E c, , y = { yi} E c, , then TX = y can be expressed 
by the equations 
yi = f 0lijX.j i = 1, 2,.... 
j=l 
The norm of T is given by I/ TIJ = supi CT=, j aii I. Then by [5, p. 2201, the 
matrix (cQ.) also defines a bounded linear operator T’ on Z, into 2, with the 
same defining equations and same norm. Thus, T’ is also an extension of T, 
i.e., for x E c0 , T’(x) = T(x). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let the bounded linear operator Ton cO into c,, be represented 
by the injnite matrix of scalars (Q), and let T’ represent (CQ) considered as a 
bounded linear operator from I, to I, . Then T’ = T**. 
ProoJ: Let b = {bj} E I, and let T’(b) = z = (zi} E i, , SO Zi = x:j”=, a,jb, 
for i = 1, 2,.... Let y * = { y,*) E II . For each j = I, 2 ,..., define ei to be 
that sequence in c0 which has 1 in the jth place and 0 elsewhere. Then 
T(4 = (ali , w , . ..). Therefore, T*y*(eJ = J& y,*aii . Let x = (xj} E c0 . 
Then x = Cj”=, xjej . Hence, 
T*y*(x) = f q(T*y*)(eJ = f xj f yi*ocij . 
j=l j-1 i=l 
(1) 
Now consider f = {h} where h = Cy=, yi*a,j for j = 1,2,.... Then we 
have xj”=, IJ;. / -=c o, where the interchange of limits is justified by a standard 
theorem (see, e.g., [I, p. 3981). Hence, f E II . We also know T*y* E /, . 
Moreover, for any x in c0 , f(x) = (T*y*)(x) by (1). Thus, T*y* = jI Now, 
justifying the interchange of limits in the same manner as above, we obtain 
b(T*y*) = f bj f yi*a?if = f f bjyi*aij = f y<*Zi. 
j=l i=l is1 j-1 i=l 
Therefore, (T**b)(y*) = b(T*y*) = z(y*) = (T’b)(y*). Since this holds 
for ally* in 1,) we must have T**b = T’b. But b was arbitrary in I, . There- 
fore, T’ = T**, and the proof is completed. 
We conclude by noting that Theorem 4.5 permits the expression of the 
principal results in this paper in terms of the second adjoint of a bounded 
linear operator, rather than in terms of the operator’s matrix representation. 
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As an example of this, we give an equivalent formulation of Theorem 3.3 
in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A E [c,, , co], A # 0. Then [A] is a Chebycheu sub- 
space of [q, , c,] if and only if there exists 8 > 0 such that if x = {xj) E 1, 
with ) xj ) = 1 for all j, and A**(x) = (yJ, then ) yi / 2 6 for all i. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, if A = (a& then A * * = (a& SO yd = CTSl UijXj . 
Then the given condition holds if and only if A satisfies the partition property. 
The result then follows by Theorem 3.3. 
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